
GROUPS VS INDIVIDUALS ESSAY

In this essay various aspects of working in a group vs. working study the pros and cons with relation to the particular
individual and not to the.

The key point is that when a team works together, it has a huge range of skills available that it can utilize and
we enrich ourselves with such skills 4. It has got its disadvantages too, for no one can be blamed or no one can
feel good of having achieved some thing like success. The teams were successful in the end, but of course, the
journey to those successes were extremely difficult. When working alone , we have to solve our work all
alone. The two main approaches to decision making is individuals acting alone making a decision and group
decision making. Just as hey say, many hands make light work. Advantages And Disadvantages Having
studied the various theoretical aspects on which we are going to critically analyse the advantages and
disadvantages, we will now enlist the various experiences both personal and compiled from others'. What I am
trying to say is that in a group working, even if a person does not have enough information related to his or her
working area, he or she may learn the things with his or her effort because he or she knows that a mistake will
cause negative outcomes. Nov;43 6  By working closely with others, we share our various work experiences,
educational backgrounds, and creative impulses. He gave us a good response and additional points since we
completed our work before the due date. At Toggl, we have a very cool office â€” and the option to work
remotely as well. Because introverts spend more energy accommodating others than they gain from group
interactions, they can put their whole hearts into their work. Working alone has given me a chance to discover
my own ability and many experiences to solve problems which are not just a part of my research projects, but
also in solving my personal life issues. For example, when I was studying in university my task was on wars
of world So we have divided the topic into several parts such as wars in ancient, wars in modern,.. Peer
Pressure:- by peer pressure it refers to the influence or pressure exerted by a peer group in encouraging an
individual in changing ones attitudes, values or behavior so that he or she confirms to the group norms. People
who like to be alone enjoy a free-flowing work style that requires a higher amount of motivation, discipline,
and self-awareness. They know when certain people need a break from the group to work alone â€” and when
everyone needs to pull together. There are fifteen team members two of which are Team Leaders. As a
participative leader who is consultative, it is very important that I confer with members of the group before
making final decisions on issues concerning the group. This might mean that there is more work to be done
but when you do along with another it does help If one of you gets fatigue or goes on vacation, it's much easier
to arrange ways to keep the project going without having to work so much ahead of time Meanwhile, work in
a team also has small disadvantages, usually hard to see them in our everyday work. However, many people
find the freedom of independent work well worth this added layer of self-management. Thanks to the project,
we did build a good relationship among each other, and we are still in touch. It was observed that the gain in
productivity is more due to the fact that they are being observed rather than the actual experiment itself. Group
Norms Norms are acceptable standards of behavior within a group that are shared by the members of the
group. I and my other four class fellow students formed a team in order to create a presentation together.
Creativity Every body is born with a different skill sets, knowledge and personal attributes. We would also see
as to how those issues will be influencing the person , be it in the positive side or being a hindrance. This goal
of this project was to create a fictional program to teach at low socio-economic status school aged children
how to be productive members of society by teaching them necessary skills such as financial literacy,
budgeting, and sex education. It is a way of categorizing the rewards of communication in a particular
situations. The idea here will be to study the pros and cons with relation to the particular individual and not to
the group of which he is a part. Making use of all these different aspects in a team , we can generate more
ideas. Independent workers do miss out on the advantages of teamwork. One example I remember in particular
is when a brand new store was set up in our area. For example, a few years ago, some of my friends and I
participated in a competition which was related to optimization. The Team is further divided into different
sub-groups that deal with different business sectors such as Pharma, Telecommunications, e-commerce. They
decide what to do â€” and when. Skills Even the best qualified individual cannot have all of the skills to do
everything. Where in each role will l have specific responsibilities and duties. By Grethel Gahler On
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September 18,  In this essay we are going to discuss the various issues related to working in a group and
working individually. They shine when insulated from the interruptions of a hectic workplace.


